Agenda

- Innovate UK – whistle-stop tour!
- Industrial Strategy
- Global Programmes
Innovate UK – the UK’s innovation agency

Innovate UK drives **productivity and growth** by supporting businesses to realise the potential of new technologies, develop ideas and **make them a commercial success**.

To **stay competitive as an advanced economy**, we need to do things that others cannot do, or to do things in different and better ways.
Investment of £2.2bn since 2007

Industry match funding taking the total value of projects above £3.75bn

Up to £16bn in added value to the economy

We’ve funded around 11,000 projects

8,000 unique organisations involved

Up to £7.30 for every £1 we’ve invested.

8 jobs for each organisation involved

70,000 jobs created in total
UK Research and Innovation
Looking ahead:
UK Research and Innovation

To be the best research and innovation agency in the world

Knowledge
Push the frontiers of human knowledge

Economy
Deliver economic impact and create better jobs

Society
Create social impact by supporting our society to become stronger and healthier
Industrial Strategy and the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund (ISCF)
Our five foundations

**Ideas**
the world’s most innovative economy

**People**
good jobs and greater earning power for all

**Infrastructure**
a major upgrade to the UK’s infrastructure

**Business Environment**
the best place to start and grow a business

**Places**
prosperous communities across the UK

---

**AI & Data Economy**
We will put the UK at the forefront of the artificial intelligence and data revolution

**Future of Mobility**
We will become a world leader in the way people, goods and services move

**Clean Growth**
We will maximise the advantages for UK industry from the global shift to clean growth

**Ageing Society**
We will harness the power of innovation to help meet the needs of an ageing society
Delivering the Grand Challenges

Clean growth
- Energy revolution
- Transforming construction
- Transforming food production

Healthy ageing
- Medicines manufacturing
- Data to early diagnosis and precision medicine
- Healthy ageing

Future of mobility
- Faraday battery challenge
- Extreme robotics
- National space test facility

Artificial intelligence and data economy
- Audience of the future / Next generation services (pioneer) / Quantum technology (pioneer)
Global Programmes

- Support for European programmes H2020
- ODA programmes
- EUREKA – UK Chairmanship
- Global Business Accelerator Program
- Support via our Business networks – KTN/EEN
“never before has there been a mechanism to bring such a large number of countries, breath of expertise and diversity of technical, social and business disciplines to work on those common challenges’